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Overview:

It was a bi-weekly bulletin of the Ministry of the National Security and currently is the Ministry of Interior. In 1993, the subtitle of the paper was changed from the bulletin of the Ministry of National Security to the Ministry of National Security News.

Prior to 1993, the bulletin provided coverage for only the national news, but after 1993 its coverage included some international news. The news coverage was primarily on the social security issues or topics related to the police activities. The editorial also provided an analysis on the political and social issues in prior to the general national election. Its analysis and commentary was highly critical of the other three Khmer factions – Democratic Kampuchea, FUNCIEPC and KPNLF. Additionally, the bulletin included a literary section of Khmer short stories and poems as well as western novel.

People’s Police was the Cambodia People’s Party’s affiliated bulletin. The editorial line became hostile after 1993 election when the new coalition government was formed. The editor complained about how difficult it was to writing anything before and eventually the media staff was removed to Agence Khmer de Presse (AKP) which is the government news agency. The former name of AKP was SPK during the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s.
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